
Our offerings include best-in-class strategies and full-service marketing and communications programs.

Build, maintain, and evolve 
your brand.

We know the business of healthcare inside & out.

Our capabilities & how we bring them to life:

A full-service agency focused on the intersection of healthcare 
delivery, finance, and innovation.

Drive awareness via media,  
events, and industry awards.

Increase brand preference 
and lead generation across 

integrated channels.

Identify threats and prepare a 
comprehensive response strategy.
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We are uniquely positioned at the forefront of healthcare brand innovation — our decades of experience working 
with healthcare companies across the industry spectrum enable us to design effective programs that engage 
audiences, accelerate buying cycles, and influence decision-making. With our strategy-first approach and 
unique expertise, we are able to pull the appropriate levers of brand, marketing, and PR to create momentum 
and drive clients’ business goals.

We have more than 100 employees in Nashville, Minneapolis, Santa Barbara, and Boston. Our work and culture 
are perennially recognized by peers and industry leaders, most recently including Healthcare Agency of the Year 
and Best Agency to Work For (PRovoke Media) and Crisis Communications Agency of the Year (Black Book). 
ReviveHealth is a part of Constituency Management Group (CMG), a wholly-owned unit of the Interpublic Group 
(IPG) comprised of 29 specialty marketing firms with over 7,000 employees.

We recognize patterns & anticipate trends.

We help healthcare brands thrive.

Our clients include healthcare companies across the industry landscape — health systems, 
health technology and services companies, and health plans. 

We solve complex challenges.

As a member of the Weber Shandwick family, we offer all the benefits of a focused, 
healthcare specialty agency plus the depth, capabilities, and relationships of a global firm.

We are part of a family of leading brands.
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